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ABSTRACT
Constructing automatic speech recognition (ASR) and textto-speech (TTS) for code-switching in a supervised fashion
poses a challenge since a large amount of code-switching
speech and the corresponding transcription are usually unavailable. The machine speech chain mechanism can be
utilized to achieve semi-supervised learning. The framework
enables ASR and TTS to assist each other when they receive
unpaired data since it allows them to infer the missing pair
and optimize the models with reconstruction loss. In this
study, we handle multiple language pairs of code-switching
by integrating language embeddings into the machine speech
chain and investigate whether the model can perform with
code-switching language pairs that are never explicitly seen
during training. Experimental results reveal that the proposed
approach improves the performance of the multilingual codeswitching language pairs with which the model was trained
and can also perform with unknown code-switching language
pairs without directly learning on it.
Index Terms— speech recognition, code-switching,
zero-shot, machine speech chain, language embedding
1. INTRODUCTION
Code-switching (CS), which is defined as when one speaker
uses two or more languages interchangeably within a conversation, is a common phenomenon among bilingual conversations [1]. Code-switching has many varieties, but it can be
classified into two primary categories: inter-sentential (switch
is done at the sentence boundaries) and intra-sentential (shift
is done in the middle of a sentence). The standard ASR and
TTS are for monolingual data. Handling the code-switching
situation well for those systems is complicated since they
need to be able to deal with multilingual input with unpredictable switching positions.
Several studies addressed ASR for a certain language pair
code-switching, such as Mandarin-English [2, 3, 4], EnglishMalay [5], and Frisian-Dutch [6]. Also in TTS research,
approaches for Mandarin-English [7, 8], German-English
[9, 10] as well as Hindi-English, Telugu-English, MarathiEnglish, and Tamil-English [11] CS have been investigated.

Going beyond a single-language pair of CS, White et al.
[12] investigated alternatives to model the acoustics for the
code-switching of multiple language pairs, and Imseng et
al. [13] proposed an approach to estimate the universal
phoneme posterior probabilities for mixed-language speech
recognition. Another alternative is to combine language identification (LID) and ASR by Seki et al. [14]. But again, these
frameworks were only applied for ASR and still relied on
supervised learning.
Recently, Guo et al. proposed semi-supervised acoustic and lexicon learning for an English-Mandarin CS ASR
[15]. Although it enabled semi-supervised learning, it only
focused on a single language pair for ASR tasks. Another
work by Nakayama et al. [16] then attempted to perform
semi-supervised learning for a Japanese-English CS ASR
and TTS by utilizing a machine speech chain mechanism
[17, 18, 19]. They trained ASR and TTS code-switching
with labeled monolingual data (supervised learning) and
performed a speech chain with only code-switching text or
speech (unsupervised learning). Unfortunately, this previous
work was also still designed only for a single language pair
code-switching.
In summary, most existing approaches suffer from one or
more of the following drawbacks: (a) just developed on ASR
or TTS; (b) only focused on a single language pair; (c) trained
in a supervised fashion that requires a large amount of paired
code-switching data, in which the speech and corresponding
transcription are usually unavailable. In this study, we address the code-switching tasks of ASR and TTS on multiple
language pairs based on semi-supervised learning. Inspired
by previous work, we also attempted to utilize the machine
speech chain. But, in contrast, in this work, we handle multiple language pairs of code-switching by integrating language
embeddings into the machine speech chain and investigate
whether the model can perform with code-switching language
pairs that are never explicitly seen during training. To aim
multilingual CS tasks, we also propose to perform multi-task
learning on ASR to learn the mapping from the speech input
to both the text transcription and the language information
using two softmax layers. The TTS then generates speech,
given the joint input of text, language, and speaker vectors.
We investigate the proposed approach on multilingual code-

switching language pairs with which the model was trained
as well as the code-switching language pairs that were never
explicitly seen during training.
2. MULTILINGUAL MACHINE SPEECH CHAIN
Inspired by the human speech chain [20], Tjandra et al. previously designed and constructed a machine speech chain
based on deep learning [17, 18, 19]. The framework consists
of a sequence-to-sequence ASR [21, 22] and a sequence-tosequence TTS [23] as well as a loop connection between
these two processes. The closed-loop architecture allows us
to train our model on the concatenation of both the labeled
and unlabeled data. Although ASR transcribes the unlabeled
speech features, TTS reconstructs the original speech waveform based on the text from ASR. In the opposite direction,
ASR also attempts to reconstruct the original text transcription with the synthesized speech.
Figure 1 illustrates the differences among the followings:
(a) a basic machine speech chain for a monolingual ASRTTS [17] or a single-pair code-switching ASR-TTS [16];
(b) a multi-speaker machine speech chain for a monolingual
ASR-TTS [18]; and (c) our proposed multi-speaker multilingual machine speech chain for a monolingual, multilingual,
and code-switching ASR-TTS. In this version, the machine
speech chain incorporates language recognition within ASR.
In other words, ASR performs multi-task learning for text
transcription and language information using two softmax
layers. We gave language information for each character by
using language ID. The language ID is “JA” for Japanese,
“EN” for English, “ZH” for Chinese, and “<unk>” for unknown languages. The TTS then generates speech, given the
joint input of text, language, and speaker vector.
The training process is described as follows:
1. Separately supervised training ASR and TTS with
parallel speech-text monolingual data
We first separately train the ASR and TTS systems
with parallel speech-text of the monolingual corpora
from several languages shown in Fig. 2(a) using English (En), Japanese (Ja), and Chinese (Zh). Given
parallel speech and text (character and language label
sequences) of monolingual data (xM ono , y M onoChr ,
and y M onoLng ), ASR generates sequence of character ŷ M onoChr and language vectors ŷ M onoLng with
teacher-forcing directly using ground-truth (y M onoChr )
and (y M onoLang ) as decoder input and calculates
onoChr
the sum of loss LM
(ŷ M onoChr , y M onoChr )
ASR
M onoLng
M onoLng
M onoLang
and LASR
(ŷ
,y
). TTS also
generates best predicted speech x̂M ono by teacherforcing using reference (xM ono ) from input character
(y M onoChr ) and language (y M onoLang ) vectors, and
ono
M ono
we calculate the loss of LM
, xM ono ). The
T T S (x̂
parameters are then updated with gradient descent op-

timization. Here we also train the speaker recognition
with Deep Speaker [24] (here denoted as “SPKREC”)
to produce speaker embedding vector z = SPKREC(x)
from speech input.
2. Simultaneous unsupervised training ASR-TTS in a
machine speech chain with unpaired CS data
(a) Given only CS text (TTS→ASR)
Since this process has only CS text [y CSChr ,
and y CSLng ] as input, we first generate a random
speaker vector z̃ = SPKREC(x̃) from SPKREC.
TTS learns to output speech waveform x̂CS from
the input sequence of [y CSChr , y CSLng ], and
ASR then predicts the sequence of character and
language vectors [ŷ CSChr ,ŷ CSLng ], given the
synthesized speech.
CSChr
, y CSChr )
Then the sum of losses LCSChr
ASR (ŷ
CSLng
CSLng
CSLng
and LASR (ŷ
,y
) can be computed
to update the ASR parameters (Fig. 2(b), left
side).
(b) Given only CS speech (ASR→TTS)
This process has only speech features xCS as
input. Given unlabeled CS speech features xCS ,
ASR generates sequence of character ŷ CSChr
and language ŷ CSLng vectors, and SPKREC provides a speaker-embedding vector z = SPKREC(x).
TTS then predicts speech waveform x̂CS , given
output character and language texts from ASR.
CS
, xCS ) can be computed to
Then loss LCS
T T S (x̂
update the TTS parameters (Fig. 2(b), right side).
Finally, all of the losses, including the monolingual and
CS losses, are combined into a single loss while maintaining the balance between the supervised monolingual losses and unsupervised CS losses using hyperparameters (α, β):
onoLng
onoChr
ono
L = α ∗ ((LM
+ LM
) + LM
T T S ) (1)
ASR
ASR
CS
+ LCSLng
+β ∗ ((LCSChr
ASR
ASR ) + LT T S )

θASR = Optim(θASR , ∇θASR L)

(2)

θT T S = Optim(θT T S , ∇θT T S L),

(3)

where if α > 0, we can keep using some portions of the
loss and the gradient provided by the paired training
set; if α = 0, we must completely learn new matters
with only CS speech or CS text.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
3.1. Monolingual and Code-Switching Corpora
We utilized the monolingual Ja, En, and Zh of the ATR
Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC) [25, 26], which
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Fig. 1. Overview of machine speech chain models: (a) basic machine speech chain for monolingual ASR-TTS [17] or singlepair code-switching ASR-TTS [16]; (b) multi-speaker machine speech chain for monolingual ASR-TTS [18]; (c) proposed
multi-speaker multilingual machine speech chain for monolingual, multilingual, and code-switching ASR-TTS.
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Fig. 2. Training process for CS machine speech chain: (a) separately supervised training ASR and TTS with parallel speech-text
monolingual data; (b) simultaneously unsupervised training ASR-TTS in a machine speech chain with unpaired CS data, given
only CS text (left-side) or CS speech (right-side).
covers basic conversations in the travel domain. The sentences are parallel translations among the three languages.
For each language, we selected sentences that contain at
least two phrases (separated with commas) and randomly selected 25k sentences for training (This set will be later called
“Ja25k+En25k+Zh25k”), 500 for the development set, and
another 500 for the test set. It corresponds to a total of about
85 hours. Here we artificially constructed code-switching
sentences from the selected monolingual BTEC sentences
by translating one phrase to the other languages (similar to
a previous approach [27]), resulting in En-Ja, Ja-Zh, Zh-En,
En-Fr, and Fr-Zh code-switching corpora (These sets will
be later called “EnJaCS”, “JaZhCS”, “ZhEnCS”, “EnFrCS”,
and “FrZhCS”). The switching position was chosen at the
first comma.
For the English text, we converted all of the sentences
into lowercase letters and removed all the punctuation marks
[,:?.]. For the Japanese text, we extracted the katakana characters with a morphological analyzer called KyTea [28] and
converted them into alphabet letters using pykakasi [29]. For
the Chinese text, we applied pypinyin [30] to convert from

Chinese characters to pinyin. We have 26 letters (a-z), one
punctuation mark (-) for extending the sound of Japanese, and
three special tags (<s>, </s>, <spc>) that denote the start and
the end of sentences and the spaces between words.
Finally, all the text was synthesized to generate speech
using Google TTS [31]. The Japanese part was synthesized
by Japanese Google TTS, the English part was synthesized by
English Google TTS, and the Chinese part was synthesized by
Chinese (Mandarin) Google TTS.
Additionally, we also collected 1k utterances of natural text and speech CS. First, a Japanese-English bilingual
speaker, who uses code-switching in his daily life, created
natural code-switching text from BTEC Japanese-English
parallel corpus. After that, we recorded the reading speech
by another Japanese-English bilingual speaker. We divided
the collected 1k utterances to 0.2k as paired data, 0.7k as
unpaired data (This set will be later called “NatEnJaCS”),
and 0.1k as test data (This set will be later called “Natural
EnJaCS”). We also splitted the paired data to part of Japanese
and part of English to use as monolingual data, which data
we denote as “NatJa” and “NatEn”.

3.2. Feature Extraction
All the raw speech waveforms were represented at a 16-kHz
sampling rate. For the speech features, we used a log magnitude spectrogram extracted by the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) from the Librosa library [32]. First, we applied wave-normalization (scaling raw wave signals into the
range [-1, 1]) per utterance, followed by pre-emphasis (0.97),
and extracted the spectrogram with an STFT, a 50-ms frame
length, a 12.5-ms frameshift, and a 2048 point FFT. We transformed all of the speech utterances into log-scale and normalized each feature into 0 mean and unit variances. Our final
set included 40 dims log Mel-spectrogram features and 1025
dims log magnitude spectrograms.

3.3. ASR and TTS Systems
Our ASR system is an attention-based encoder-decoder
model [21] that consists of three stacked BiLSTM encoders,
a single layer LSTM, and multilayer perceptron (MLP)-based
attention [33] components. The log-scaled Mel-spectrogram
were fed into a fully connected layer and transformed by a
LeakyReLU (l = 1e−2) [34] activation function. This model
doesn’t need any language model or any word dictionary.
For the TTS system, our model is based on a sequence-tosequence TTS (Tacotron) [23]. Although its hyperparameters are almost the same as the original Tacotron, we used
LeakyReLU instead of ReLU. Also on the encoder, although
the original Tacotron uses 16 sets of convolutional filters
in the CBHG module, we used eight sets of different filter
banks to reduce the GPU memory consumption. The encoder
also has a language-embedding layer as well as a characterembedding layer. The decoder changed the GRU into two
stacked LSTMs with 256 hidden units. Since the original
Tacotron is a single speaker model, it cannot deal with multispeakers. So we used a DNN-based speaker recognition
model called Deep Speaker [24] to generate a speaker vector
and incorporated a speaker-embedding layer into Tacotron.
As described before, we first separately trained the ASR
and TTS systems with parallel speech-text of monolingual
data (supervised learning). After that, we performed a machine speech chain with only CS text or CS speech (unsupervised learning). Both the ASR and TTS models were implemented with the PyTorch library [35]. We trained the Deep
Speaker model with all of the speech utterances, including
monolingual Japanese, English, Chinese and code-switching.
For the α and β hyperparameters that scale the loss between
the supervised (paralleled) and unsupervised (unparalleled)
loss, we used the same α = 0.5, β = 1 for most of our
experiments.

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
4.1. ASR Evaluation
First, we investigated the impact of the additional language
recognition on the baseline system. This is to confirm whether
that additional information will not destruct the original quality. The baseline is an ASR Ja25k+En25k+Zh25k that was
trained with a 25k monolingual Ja, a 25k monolingual En,
a 25k monolingual Zh speech, and the corresponding text
(character transcription and language information). Table 1
compares the performance (in CER) between the baselines
that utilized the single-task ASR that only generates character
transcription and a multi-task ASR that generates both character transcription and language information. The results show
that an additional task on language recognition could even
help the ASR performance. Therefore, we utilize the multitask ASR model for further experiments with CS data.
Table 1. Comparison performance (in CER) of baselines between single-task and multi-task SR
Train:Ja25k+En25k+Zh25k
Single-task ASR [chr]
Multi-task ASR [chr,lng]

Ja

En

Zh

8.83%
8.85%

9.08%
8.48%

5.75%
5.11%

Next, we investigated our proposed approach on the multilingual code-switching language pairs with which the model
was trained as well as the code-switching language pairs that
were never explicitly seen during training. Please note that, in
this research, the idea is not to show that the proposed method
can outperform the baseline that only trained with a small set
of data, but to learn whether we can improve the performance
when only unpaired data is available. Specifically, our aim is
to investigate whether there is still possible to improve the
performance when paired data is not available and the CS
language-pair has not been seen during training.
After separately training ASR and TTS using a parallel
speech-text monolingual Ja25k, En25k, and Zh25k, we performed a speech chain using two language pairs of CS on
three different setups: (1) EnJaCS10k+JaZhCS10k: an EnJaCS 10k and JaZhCS 10k training set with ZhEnCS as a
zero-shot target. (2) EnJaCS10k+ZhEnCS10k: a EnJaCS
10k and ZhEnCS 10k training set with a JaZhCS as a zeroshot target. (3) EnZhCS10k+ZhJaCS10k: an EnZhCS 10k
and ZhJaCS 10k training set with EnJaCS as a zero-shot target. As shown in Table 2, just by using the unpaired CS
data and letting ASR and TTS teach each other, our proposed
speech-chain model improved the ASR system in the multilingual CS test set, which includes not only the CS language
pairs that were used during the speech chain training but also
an unknown language pair compared with a baseline ASR
system.
Additionally, we also investigated whether our proposed

Table 2. CER of proposed machine speech chain with language embedding on zero-shot CS and known language (The bold
figures indicate a zero-shot training).
Ja
Ja25k+En25k+Zh25k (paired)

Monolingual
En

Zh

EnJaCS

Code-switching
JaZhCS
ZhEnCS

Baseline: Supervised training on monolingual data only
8.85%
8.48%
5.11%
14.06%

16.91%

16.04%

Proposed Machine Speech chain: Semi-supervised training on two CS data
+EnJaCS10k+JaZhCS10k (unpaired)
9.18%
12.71%
5.93%
11.56%
8.31%
+EnJaCS10k+ZhEnCS10k (unpaired)
8.93%
12.34%
5.67%
11.18%
9.21%
+ZhEnCS10k+JaZhCS10k (unpaired)
8.91%
14.45%
6.08%
11.85%
10.40%

10.52%
9.71%
11.29%

+EnJaCS10k+JaZhCS10k (paired)
+EnJaCS10k+ZhEnCS10k (paired)
+ZhEnCS10k+JaZhCS10k (paired)
+EnJaCS10k+JaZhCS10k+ZhEnCS10k
(paired)

Topline: Supervised training on CS data
10.18%
12.32%
7.93%
11.04%
10.91%
7.48%
10.98%
11.57%
7.22%
10.48%
10.43%
6.88%

8.94%
10.81%
10.34%
8.68%

6.70%
7.26%
7.72%
6.98%

8.09%
8.07%
7.98%
8.05%

Table 3. CER of proposed machine speech chain with language embedding on zero-shot CS and known language and natural
CS (The bold figures indicate a zero-shot training).
Ja

Ja25k+En25k+Zh25k plus
NatJa0.2k+NatEn0.2k (paired)

Monolingual
En

Zh

EnJaCS

Code-switching
JaZhCS
ZhEnCS

Baseline: Supervised training on monolingual data only
15.22%
17.14%
6.36%
20.23%
21.23%

Natural
EnJaCS

19.49%

66.11%

Proposed Machine Speech chain: Semi-supervised training on two CS data and one natural CS data
+EnJaCS10k+JaZhCS10k plus
15.68%
18.26%
6.69%
12.29%
15.57%
15.64%
NatEnJaCS0.7K (unpaired)

29.99%

+EnJaCS10k+JaZhCS10k plus
NatEnJaCS0.7K (paired)

Topline: Supervised training on two CS data and one natural CS data
16.66%
18.41%
8.09%
8.70%
6.98%

speech-chain model could also improve the ASR system in
the multilingual CS test set with natural speech CS. The natural CS sentences tend to be more complex than the synthetic
one because CS speakers may switch twice or more within a
single utterance. Furthermore, we only have limited available
1k natural CS data. As can be seen from Table 3, the performances were worse than using only synthetic data. Nevertheless, the results can still reveal that our proposed speech-chain
model could also improve the ASR system in the multilingual
CS test set with natural CS.
Furthermore, we also investigated the performance of
unseen CS language pairs of French and Chinese (FrZhCS)
given in the situation where Fr language is unknown and
monolingual Fr paired data is not available at all. Thus, the
language recognition would not have the chance to identify
the language, and the system did not have the chance to learn
French in the supervised learning or never been taught the
association of the French speech and the ground-truth of the
corresponding transcription. Table 4 shows the ASR performance. As can be seen, even the Fr language is unknown and

8.94%

22.51%

any paired data of monolingual Fr is unavailable, through a
multilingual machine speech chain mechanism that learns unpaired EnFrCS data, we can still improve the performance on
FrZhCS test data. Surprisingly, the topline CER with paired
training data got worse than the unpaired counterpart. As we
challenged one-shot learning, although the topline model was
trained with paired training data, it only had the paired data of
EnJaCS+JaZhCS+EnFrCS data. It was never be trained with
the target FrZhCS. The results might indicate that as nontarget CS training data become more massive, the mismatch
increase and the performance becomes worse. In any case,
these results also reveal that the proposed framework can still
improve the performance even for zero-shot CS that includes
unknown language.

4.2. TTS Evaluation
We performed an AB preference subjective evaluation between the speech sentence pairs generated by the proposed CS
that has language-embedding [y CSChr , y CSLng ] in the input

Table 4. CER of the proposed machine speech chain with
language embedding on zero-shot CS Fr language is unknown
and monolingual Fr paired data is not available at all (no supervised learning for Fr).
Model
Baseline
Proposed

Topline

Train data
Ja25k+En25k+Zh25k (paired)
+EnJaCS10k+JaZhCS10k+EnFrCS5k
(unpaired)
+EnJaCS10k+JaZhCS10k+EnFrCS10k
(unpaired)
+EnJaCS10k+JaZhCS10k+EnFrCS5k
(paired)
+EnJaCS10k+JaZhCS10k+EnFrCS10k
(paired)

FrZhCS
36.30%
28.95%
26.77%
22.42%
31.27%

mainly proposed in previously summarized image processing
researches [37].
In neural machine translation, zero-shot translation has
been studied, where the translation between the unknown language pairs that have never seen in the training set can be
conducted [38]. One experiment demonstrated that two translation models that were trained with Portuguese (Pt)-English
(En) and English (En)-Spanish (Es) can generate reasonable
translation quality on Portuguese (Pt)-Spanish (Es) without
ever being seen during training.
Unfortunately, since little work has addressed codeswitching ASR and TTS, our study contributes to zero-shot
code-switching ASR and TTS researches.
6. CONCLUSION

and a CS that does not (only [y CSChr , y CSLng ]). 10 bilingual speakers for each language pair participated in subjective tests. For each paired test stimuli in the overall evaluation, the subjects were shown the transcription and listened
to two speech utterances, and were asked to choose from the
following answers in terms of being more native or not: a)
the former is better; b) the latter is better; c) cannot tell any
difference or which is better.

En-Ja CS

Ja-Zh CS

Zh-Ja CS

0%
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30%
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We introduced a zero-shot code-switching ASR and TTS
with a multilingual machine speech chain. The previous
research utilized a machine speech chain and achieved semisupervised learning of ASR and TTS by optimizing the parameters from back-propagating errors through the whole
system. However, that system was designed only for the
code-switching of a single language pair. In this study, we
expanded the model to handle multilingual code-switching
by integrating a neural language that was embedded in the
machine speech chain. We also investigated whether it can
perform on code-switching language pairs that were never
explicitly seen during training. Experimental results reveal
that a single machine speech chain architecture that integrated the language embedding improved the performance of
the multilingual code-switching language pairs with which
the model was trained and performed well on the unknown
language set of code-switching without directly learning that
code-switching language set.

100%

Proposed (With LngEmb)

Fig. 3. AB preference subjective evaluation between CS TTS
with language embedding and without
We selected 20 generated speech utterances from the test
set and randomized the order of the stimuli presentation of the
sentences. The results (Fig. 3) indicate that although incorporating language recognition complicates multi-task ASR, it
helps TTS essentially maintain the synthesis speech quality,
especially on the switch position between two languages.
5. RELATED WORKS
Zero-shot learning originally refers to multiclass classification problems in the field of computer vision that recognizes
objects whose instances may not have appeared in the training data [36]. Some new zero-shot learning methods were
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